Interiors and Landing
Appointments

INTRODUCTION
Access Solutions design all interiors in house at our workshop in Blackmans Bay. Once you’ve decided on a design
and chosen materials, we do CAD drawings and samples of
your desired interior. Once approved, our interior team action manufacture of the walls and ceiling by qualified joiners
for installation onsite. By doing everything in house, we have
the highest standards which produce beautiful results.
We believe atheistically pleasing lifts can have an enormous
effect on the way people feel in your building. From tenants at office and apartment buildings to customers at hotels
and retail complexes, traveling in the lift should be a relaxing
pleasant experience.
For this brochure we have included a small description and
sample pictures of the three common materials we use in
interior lift fitouts. Compromising of stainless steel, laminate
and glass along with our range of landing appointments to
give you a starting point for your own interior. If you have
your own design and material ideas please do not hesitate
to ask us.

STANDARD INTERIOR
This is our standard interior that comes with our lift package.
WALLS
CEILING
COP
SKIRTING
HANDRAIL

Linished stainless steel
Linished stainless steel – LED Downlight
Linished stainless steel – Splayed front wall
Linished stainless steel
Linished stainless steel – COP

STANDARD INTERIOR
SPLAYED FRONT WALL

SIDE AND BACK WALLS

CEILING AND HANDRAIL

STAINLESS STEEL
Stainless steel is the standard material for lift interiors, with a range of
patterns and styles with which you
can create a sleek modern interior.
Starting with a minimalist look of linished stainless steel to the many
colours and patterns offered by Rimex from ﬂat, patterned and/or coloured stainless steel. Being easy to
clean and relatively robust it’s a perfect traditional interior.
Visit the rimex website to see there
full range.
http://www.rimexmetals.com.au/

STAINLESS EXAMPLES

LAMINATE
If you prefer an alternative to stainless steel and want something with
a little more character, laminate is
an excellent choice. Create bold
bright designs with neutral tones
or a more natural feel with finishes
like granite, marble, stone or the
vintage look of timber and oak.
Using laminate you can create a
truly unique design and achieve a
premium feel on a smaller budget.
Check the laminex website for
their full range.
http://www.laminex.com.au/

LAMINATE EXAMPLES

Glass creates a light, positive atmosphere which makes your lift feel
spacious and inviting. Match the designs and colours of the glass
around the building to create a consistant look and theme. It’s the
perfect choice if you are looking for a modern sophisticated interior.
You can choose from a range of colour back or mirror glass.

GLASS EXAMPLES

HEAVY - DUTY INTERIORS
If your lift is situated a retail environment regularily
used by the public with trolleys, prams, large goods
or used in high traffic public areas from train stations
to stadiums, we have a standard heavy duty interior.
Options from Robust rimex stainless steel patterns:
Stainless steel ceiling
Checker plate ﬂooring
Heavy duty steel door sills
OPTIONAL EXTRAS
Anti Vandal lighting
Lockable COP - car operating panel
Bump rails
FOB switches

CEILINGS & LIGHTINGS
Popular ceiling choices are
Stainless steel, laminate,
patterned steel or just powder
coated steel.

Some lighting examples include LED downlights, LED strip lighting, LED
tubes which can be hidden or ﬂush mounted in the ceiling

HANDRAILS
Despite all modern lifts having excellent ride quality, handrails are required by
code. You can pick a layout and material to compliment your new interior. Our
standard is stainless steel however available options range from polished and
black stainless steel, or timber and leather.

One Side
(STANDARD)

Two Side

Wrap - Around

CAR OPERATING PANELS - COPS
There are two main options when picking a COP, a splayed front wall or side
wall mounted. There are a few considerations to take when making your choice.
If you choose a side wall mounted and the car width is less then 1400mm an
auxiliary COP is required. If you prefer a cost effective option, you may want to
consider a splayed front wall. Side wall mounted COPS are advised for lifts in
high traffic areas and through cars.

SPLAYED
FRONT WALL

SIDE WALL

SIDE OR
FRONT WALL
WITH
DISABLED
PANEL

INFORMATION ADVERTISING DISPLAYS
Large 15 inch displays can be mounted in
the car operating panel to display information, images or ads. For a budget effective
option Access Solutions can use WIFI in
some cases using a wireless router mounted
at the top of the lift shaft, this elimnates the
need to run CAT6 wires to the lift car. We
use a web based system so updating the
screen can be done remotely at anytime.

INTERIOR PACKAGES
To assist your decision, we’ve separated the interiors into three separate
packages each with a provisional cost.

STANDARD

Choose between stainless steel or laminate or a mixture of both
for a basic but refined look.

DELUXE

Glass will give the interior a modern stylish feel and in conjunction
with a mirror will give the lift a sense of space and depth.

PREMIUM

Pick from a wide range of high end materials to crate an elegant
interior that will impress. With materials like glass, laser cut steel,
European fabric, brass, leather and timber veneer.

LANDING APPOINTMENTS - BUTTONS
Access Soultions offers three different types of buttons, all are
dual illuminating and have braille markings. Different combinations of colours can be chosen depending on your preference.
Special orders can be placed if you are set on a different button
style.
If your lift is in a public area and will be used frequently we highly
recommended Dewhurst buttons. Specified by the likes of
METRO trains and the DHS these buttons are extremely durable.
With a stainless steel bezel, high quality springs and electrical
contacts they are by far the most reliable button on the market.
Also available in square.
BST buttons come standard with our package.
A round button with an
aluminium bezel that is
adequate for most lift
installations.

EB buttons are our
mid range product.
They are a little more
stylish then the BST’s
as they have a smaller
footprint and sit ﬂush
with the stainless steel.
They can be ordered
round or square.

LANDING APPOINTMENTS - LANDING
BUTTON & DISPLAY PANELS
The options when it comes to the design and layout of the landing panels
are listed below.
OPTION 1
The button and display panels are mounted on
the stainless box jambs.
OPTION 2
If you don’t like that look we can install a box
into the wall finish which the button and display
panels screw onto.
OPTION 3
If you want the panels on the wall but cant cut
holes into the wall finish for boxes we have thin
surfaced mounted panels that screw straight to
the wall.
OPTION 4 (USUALLY MODERNISATIONS)
If were upgrading your old lift which has no indicators we can put one on the button panel.

LANDING APPOINTMENTS - CAR &
LANDING DISPLAYS
We offer a few different types of display in multiple sizes.

MONOCHROM
Our basic offering for landing displays, easy to read
and looks sharp. Comes in 4.3 or 5.6 inch horizontal or
vertical
TFT LCD
Simular to the monochrome displays but the backgrounds can be different colours and displays the lift
status e.g. inspection or fire mode. Comes in 3.5, 4.3
and 7 inch screen sizes horizontal or vertical. The 7 inch
model can be programed with pictures or logos.

OPTIONAL EXTRAS
Protective
blanket fixings
Full depth jambs

ACCESS SOLUTIONS

Bump rails

www.access-solutions.com.au

Protective blankets

PH 03 6229 2476

